President Biden has weaponized the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) to compel Americans to receive the COVID-19 vaccine. While OSHA began as an attempt to create safe workspaces, it has become a bureaucratic machine to regulate the entire American workplace.

**BACKGROUND**

- **OSHA was established within the Department of Labor (DOL) by Congress in 1970 with the goal of ensuring safe and healthy working conditions.**
  - OSHA sets and enforces safety and health standards along with training, outreach, education, and assistance.
  - Federal OSHA standards apply to private sector employees, the United States Postal Service, and federal government employees. These employers are required to create workspaces that are free from hazards according to the standards OSHA sets. OSHA may assess fines of up to $13,600 per violation for failing to comply with the standards.
  - A state or territory may preempt federal standards if the state creates its own standards that are approved by OSHA, “at least as effective” as OSHA’s, and monitored by OSHA.

- **The Biden Administration issued two OSHA Emergency Temporary Standards (ETS) related to the COVID-19 pandemic.**
  - An ETS allows OSHA to bypass the normal rulemaking process, including circumventing the public notice-and-comment period.
  - OSHA may issue an ETS if two conditions are met:
    1. Employees are exposed to grave danger; and
    2. An ETS is necessary to protect employees from the danger.
  - An ETS is effective until OSHA creates a standard through the rulemaking process, which they must do within 6 months of publishing the ETS. OSHA has issued a total of nine ETSs, six of which were challenged in court—four were overturned and one was partially vacated.
  - On June 21, 2021, OSHA published an ETS for healthcare workplaces. It requires covered healthcare institutions to create a “COVID-19 plan” that explains protocols for keeping record of COVID-19 cases and policies for preventing spread of COVID-19, including physical distancing, ventilation, and personal protective equipment.
  - On November 5, 2021, OSHA published an ETS for all employers with more than 100 employees. The ETS requires these employers to implement mandatory COVID-19 vaccinations by January 4, 2022. The ETS outlines an option for regular testing and wearing a face covering instead of getting a vaccine. It also allows expectations for medical reasons, for harms to sincerely held religious beliefs, for those who work exclusively outside, and for those who work exclusively at home.

  - The American Action Forum estimates this mandate will cost $3 billion over six months.
  - Many industries have expressed concern about the severe negative impacts that this ETS will cause. For example, many trucking companies, who are already spread thin due to driver shortages, will be forced to add this mandate to employees who often work alone. Also, in this industry, a testing option is effectively unavailable because of nature of their responsibilities.
Multiple lawsuits have been filed against OSHA’s most recent ETS challenging OSHA’s authority to issue a vaccine mandate. On November 6, 2021, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals placed a temporary hold on OSHA’s mandates due to “grave statutory and constitutional issues.” OSHA agreed to suspend implementation and enforcement of this ETS.

- **OSHA has become all powerful over the American workforce without adding substantial value.**
  - The vaccine ETS unconstitutionally intrudes in the private contracts between employees and their employers. The vaccine mandate does not meet the conditions for promulgating an ETS because the mandate is not necessary to prevent employees from “grave danger.” In fact, over 66% of Americans have already received the vaccine against COVID-19. The vaccine ETS serves only to coerce those who have chosen not to receive the vaccine for various legitimate reasons.
  - Workplace fatalities, injuries, or illnesses have steadily decreased in the last 50 years, yet OSHA is not the major cause. This decrease began before OSHA and continues afterwards. Many factors have contributed to this decline including worker’s compensation insurance, the ability to sue for work-related injuries, and the market of employees who want safe work.

**POLICY SOLUTIONS**

Congress should consider reforms that ensure safe work environments by giving authority back to the states and reigning in the power of OSHA.

- Congress may consider reversing OSHA’s vaccine ETS through the Congressional Review Act.
- Congress may consider eliminating OSHA’s authority to create emergency standards. OSHA has demonstrated that its ETS authority is primarily a means to make decisions for huge portions of the American workforce without consulting Americans. Congress created the ETS authority, and Congress can take it away.
- Congress may also give greater autonomy to the states regarding health and safety standards for their unique industries. The 10th amendment requires that all power not delegated to the federal government by the Constitution are reserved to the states or to the people, and this includes workplace safety standards.
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